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          Introduction 
 Due to their low density, high-specifi c strength, and stiff-
ness, magnesium (Mg) alloys present a good solution to 
the increasing demand for lightweight, energy saving, and 
environmentally friendly engineering systems. Because of 
their hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal structure, Mg 
alloys show more complex mechanical behavior than other 
metallic alloys, especially those that are widely available 
and currently in use.  1 , 2   Depending on loading conditions 
such as temperature and strain rate, various deformation 
mechanisms, including slip, twinning, detwinning, and dynamic 
recrystallization (DRX), participate to accommodate strain 
in Mg alloys. 

 At ambient temperature, in addition to easy basal slip, 
the alternative mechanisms available are nonbasal slip and 
tensile twinning.  3 , 4   The threshold resistance for nonbasal 
slip is much higher than that for basal slip, hence tensile 
twinning, whose threshold resistance is close to that of 
basal slip, becomes an important deformation mechanism 

for Mg alloys. The hcp structure and twinning activity lead 
to the characteristic basal texture of wrought Mg alloys, 
the strong anisotropic ductility and strength, the tension/
compression asymmetric stress–strain behavior, and the lim-
ited formability at ambient temperature.  5   Upon load reversal 
during complex loading, detwinning, which is another defor-
mation mechanism, can also occur at room temperature. The 
alternating twinning and detwinning lead to asymmetric hys-
teresis stress–strain loops under cyclic loading or lowered 
yield strength during loading direction change,  6 , 7   which com-
plicates the understanding and modeling of the mechanical 
behavior of these alloys. 

 Hot forming is usually employed for Mg alloy process-
ing because of the improved formability of these alloys 
at elevated temperatures. A higher temperature generally 
leads to a lower fl ow stress, higher ductility/formability, 
and weaker tension/compression asymmetry,  8   –   10   which are 
a result of DRX, nonbasal slip,  11   –   13   and the suppression of 
twinning. 
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Constitutive modeling is essential for gaining a compre-
hensive understanding of the behavior of Mg alloys. Atomistic 
simulations are inadequate to characterize large-scale mate-
rial behavior because of their limited size and time scales. 
Crystal plasticity (CP) is a physically based plasticity theory 
that represents the deformation of a metal at the microscale, 
which bridges the macroscopic behavior of a polycrystalline 
aggregate to the deformation mechanisms at the scale of the 
grains.14,15 Full-field approaches, such as the CP finite ele-
ment (CPFE) method,16 account explicitly not only for grain 
morphology and the interaction between a grain and its neigh-
bors, but also for the heterogeneous deformation. Due to their 
computational efficiency, mean-field approaches that employ 
certain homogenization methods are also widely applied to 
study the response of a polycrystal. The Taylor17 and self- 
consistent18 methods are popular examples.

The CP models provide the platform to incorporate defor-
mation mechanisms. Early models consider slip as the major 
plastic deformation mechanism. This article highlights progress 
in modeling twinning, detwinning, and DRX for Mg alloys.

Twinning
Twinning usually occurs sequentially in terms of twin nucle-
ation (TN), twin propagation, and twin growth when stretch-
ing the Mg alloy along its c-axis or loading equivalently. The 
accommodation of finite shear deformation and abrupt lattice 
reorientation could contribute to both the ductility and the 
strength of Mg alloys. Recent studies using atomistic simu-
lations have shed valuable light on understanding the atom-
istic mechanisms associated with deformation twinning.19,20 
Extensive experimental observations and atomistic simula-
tions have revealed that twins preferentially nucleate at local 
inhomogeneities, mostly at grain boundaries (GBs).21,22 TN 
models developed based on the statistical distribution of GB 
dislocations effectively describe the important influence of 
local stresses near GB area on TN.23 Many models focus more 
on twin growth, and the associated reorientation and work 
hardening.23,24 Handling the extremely large number of new 
orientations is difficult to address by twinning schemes.

The volume fraction transfer (VFT) scheme18 partitions the 
Euler space into a fixed number of discrete cells with appro-
priate weights to represent the texture of samples. The VFT 
scheme robustly accounts for the contribution to texture of 
every twinning system in every grain by transferring twin 
volume fractions (TVFs) from one cell to another. The main 
drawback is that the “grain” identity is lost, and the imple-
mentation of a realistic hardening scheme is not allowed.

The predominant twin reorientation (PTR) scheme treats 
twinning as a pseudo-slip mechanism and tracks the evolution 
of the TVF.15,23,24 A grain with TVF reaching a threshold value 
is completely reoriented into its predominant twin orienta-
tion. The threshold value depends statistically on the total 
TVF in the entire polycrystal to ensure that heavily twinned 
grains are reoriented. This scheme has been applied inten-
sively to study the twinning behavior of Mg alloys.25,26  

The major advantage is that the number of total grain orien-
tations remains constant. However, multiple twinning vari-
ants can be simultaneously active in a grain, which cannot 
be predicted by the PTR scheme.

Kalidindi’s twin scheme allows tracking the evolution of 
multiple twinning systems in each grain.27 The orientation of a 
twinned region is obtained according to the matrix–twin crys-
tallographic relation that has mirror symmetry with respect to 
the twin boundary. The soundness of tracking multiple twin-
ning systems and slip in both twinned and untwinned regions 
has been acknowledged by researchers, and the model has 
been applied to study the plasticity of hcp materials.28,29 The 
disadvantage is the cumbersome implementation into the CP 
framework when taking accounting for the slip in twinned 
regions and the increase in the number of grains.

A twin nucleation, propagation, and growth model that 
explicitly takes into account the stress relaxation associated 
with twin initiation and propagation has also been developed 
(Figure 1).30,31 This model relies on the fact that the resistance 
to twin growth is less than or equal to that for twin initiation.3 
It has been rationalized that the stress relaxation drives a just-
nucleated twin to propagate, while work hardening promotes 
twin growth after its propagation. The model demonstrates the 
processes of twin nucleation, propagation, growth, and trans-
mission across GBs.31,32

Detwinning
Subjected to strain path change, Mg alloys often undergo 
detwinning subsequent to twinning, which necessitates the 
model to handle both phenomena. The composite grain 
model, which treats twins as parallel lamellae, allows for 
detwinning, but it only takes into account the predominant 

Figure 1. Schematic representations of (a) twin nucleation, 
propagation, and growth in a grain, and (b) resistance 
to twin nucleation, propagation, and growth.30 Note: 

α ατ ,  twinning resistance; ,ˆ f  twin volume fraction. At nucleation, 
the resolved shear stress must overcome a high resistance, ατ

0
.  

During twin propagation, the resistance to twinning decreases 
to its minimum ατg at the twin volume fraction, α α= gf f .
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twinning system.28 The twinning and detwinning (TDT) 
model acknowledges and approximates the key fact that 
the stress on the twin boundary (TB) drives the twins.33 
Consequently, mechanisms for twin initiation (which comprises 
twin nucleation and propagation) and twin growth are intro-
duced for twinning, while mechanisms for twin shrinkage 
and retwinning (twinning of a twinned region) model detwin-
ning.33,34 The TDT model can simulate twinning and detwin-
ning behaviors in hcp metals and capture key features such 
as texture evolution and hardening behavior.35–39 Secondary 
twinning occurs when the retwinning variant is not the same 
as the one that created the twin in the first place. The most 
frequently observed {1011}–{1012} double twin structure 
is a particular type of secondary twinning, which may cause 
rapid flow localization and failure in Mg alloys.40,41 The TDT 
model has been extended to account for and demonstrate the 
nontrivial role of secondary twinning behavior under complex 
loading conditions.42

Dynamic recrystallization
Discontinuous DRX (DDRX) and continuous DRX (CDRX) 
are important DRX mechanisms for Mg alloys at high tem-
peratures. These mechanisms generate new grains that alter 
the microstructure and mechanical behavior of the alloys. The 
nucleation of recrystallized grains and the long-range migra-
tion of GBs are two major features of DDRX.43,44 A DDRX 
scheme has been proposed to correlate the nucleation prob-
ability to the loading rate, GB area, and temperature once a 
critical dislocation density has been reached.10 The growth of 
the nucleated grains is determined by the GB mobility and 
relative difference in dislocation density across the GB. The 
results of simulations, realized at different temperatures, with 
respect to plastic deformation, grain orientation, and grain 

size, are a reflection of the low flow stress, high ductility, and 
weak anisotropy associated with Mg alloys at higher tempera-
tures (Figure 2).

CDRX is favorable for fine-grained Mg alloys at elevated 
temperatures ranging from 200°C to 450°C. New grains are 
generated by the continuous increase in misorientation inside 
a given grain, which leads to the development of high-angle 
grain boundaries (HAGBs) without obvious GB migration.44,45 
These characteristics have been described in the CDRX scheme, 
where the misorientation between the core and boundary of a 
grain is tracked through lattice distortion.46 Once the misorienta-
tion reaches a critical value, HAGBs form and new grains are 
born. Contrary to DDRX, the growth of grains generated from 
CDRX is negligible.

Future directions
Some recent experimental findings need to be implemented in 
the CP models. For example, CP-based models view twins 
as two-dimensional (2D) domains. Recently, the three- 
dimensional structure of twins has been characterized, and the 
growth and structure along the lateral direction were found to 
be different from those developed from the 2D point of view.47 
Additionally, twin–twin interactions and junctions, also not 
accounted for in any model, influence the hardening behavior 
of Mg alloys.7 The failure in predicting the internal stresses 
demands better characterization of the stress state of newly 
created twins.36 It has been shown that twin pairs form when 
a twin crosses the GB, which affects the macroscopic behav-
ior. GB sliding, a deformation mechanism that involves dis-
placement of grains against each other, is another important 
mechanism of Mg alloy deformation at a high temperature, 
especially when the grain size is below the submicrometer 
scale. The quantitative description of the entities previously 

mentioned and their implementation into meso-
scale material models are still lacking and are 
good areas for future work.
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